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The World's Most Notorious Women 2002 profiles women from around the world whose actions have marked them as notorious including myra hindley billie jean
king bonnie parker catherine the great alice kyteler mata hari and kittie byron
The World's Most Notorious Men 2002 profiles women from around the world whose actions have marked them as notorious including myra hindley billie jean king
bonnie parker catherine the great alice kyteler mata hari and kittie byron
Australia's Most Notorious Convicts 2007-04-01 thousands of convicts were transported to australia australia s most notorious convicts shows what became of the
most dangerous and desperate of those incarcerated in australia and records their deeds both foul and fascinating some arrived here with serious criminal records
many more escaped and became hardened criminals this is the story of the worst of them and those that ran the system multiple murderers bushrangers cannibals
conmen and the desperately criminal fought lifetime battles with a prison system that was often no better managed by the incompetent the sadistic the ignorant and
the foolhardy this story of the worst of australian convicts and the system that created them is a meticulously researched insight into the tragedy treachery drama
and characters that founded our nation this book is part of exisle publishing s little red books series every title in the little red books series provides an overview of
key events people or places in australian history they cover the essentials bringing the reader up to speed on the most important fascinating or intriguing facts
appealing to everyone from students to pensioners who ve always wanted to know a bit about that they re an essential part of every australian bookshelf
Inside the Crips 2013-12-24 inside the crips is the memoir of the author colton simpson s life as a crip beginning at the tender age of ten in the mid seventies and
his prison turnaround nearly twenty five years later colton c loc simpson calls himself the only gang member ever allowed to quite the crips and one of the few to
survive into his thirties simpson son of a ballplayer for the california angels and a mother who was relentlessly rough with her sons after their fathers left her became
a gang member at ten inside the crips tells the remarkable and at the same time all too common story of gang life in the 1980s in immediate and descriptive prose
that makes this book a gripping true life read inside the crips covers the rush that comes from participating in gang violence and the years long wars between the
bloods and crips simpson s story also puts the reader in the middle of the struggle between the crips and corrections officers in calipatria prison it covers gang life
from the mid seventies to the mid nineties and introduces characters it s impossible not to care about simpson s fellow gangbanger smile and gina the long suffering
friend and mother of two sons who married simpson in prison
Thug Life 2017-08-10 thug life the world s most notorious gangsters and their violent crimes money the root of all evil for the world s most powerful gangsters life
really is all about that money motivated by dollar signs and believing that their ruthless attitudes could gain them all the power they craved these infamous thugs
created their legacies of notoriety it s hard to understand these gangsters individually each one is different in the way that they operate some used their money and
abilities to bribe and con their way through life others burst through the door and used violence to get the best of what they wanted what is most interesting about
these notorious gangsters is that they are all very different some were involved in politics others robbed as many banks as they could what would you do if the money
was right what would you do if it meant you could have all the power you dreamt of having over anyone in the world
The Deadly Dozen 2019-06-20 a schoolteacher who killed multiple paramours with cyanide a mother who trained her daughters to kill children a thug from the 1800s
who slaughtered more than 900 people a manservant who killed girls and devoured their body parts if you thought serial killers was a western phenomenon think
again these bone chilling stories in the deadly dozen will take you into the hearts and heads of india s most devious murderers and schemers exploring what made
them kill and why
Serial Killers 2021-04-01 pain torment and torture cruelty brutality and violence the twisted psyches murder and yes even the ability to charm people take a deep dive
into the terrifyingly real serial murderers spree killers and true faces of evil they prey on the innocent with a malicious desire to inflict damage and harm they hunt
and stalk misfortunate victims in the dark in broad daylight in quiet neighborhoods and in the local woods their bloodthirst isn t satisfied after their first kill or their
second or third serial killers the minds methods and mayhem of history s most notorious murderers delves into the global phenomenon of serial and spree murderers
this chilling book looks at the horrifying stories of forty malevolent killers and hundreds of innocent victims including such notorious homicidal maniacs as john wayne
gacy ted bundy and jeffery dahmer but it also looks at lesser known and overlooked murderers like herbert baumeister america s i 70 strangler japan s anime killer
tsutomu miyazaki russia s rostov ripper andrei chikatilo the giggling granny nannie doss and many more it journeys to 16th century scotland to meet a clan of
cannibals whose existence is still debated by historians today and to the fog shrouded alleys of whitechapel london where jack the ripper earned his grisly namesake



along the way we ll meet the dating game killer the milwaukee cannibal the acid bath murderer and other monsters serial killers also asks the questions what makes a
seemingly ordinary person stalk torture and murder their fellow human beings are serial killers born or made what is the difference between a serial killer and a spree
killer what were the identities of jack the ripper and the zodiac killer was albert desalvo really the boston strangler is it possible that you could know a serial killer
caution is advised before entering the alarming world of twisted psychos and sociopaths with more than 120 photos and graphics this fright filled tome is richly
illustrated its helpful bibliography and extensive index add to its usefulness
Disney's Most Notorious Film 2012-12-01 looks at the racial issues surrounding disney s song of the south as well as how the public s reception of the film has
changed over the years and why while not releasing the film in its entirety in nearly two decades disney has chosen to continue to repackage and repurpose bits and
pieces of the film
Canada?s Most Notorious Serial Killers 2018-08-18 canada might not be the first place one thinks of when serial killers are mentioned but the country has had quite a
number of such terrifying cases in its past and this book attempts to give you an overview of the most significant cases canada the northern neighbor of the united
states is best known for its friendly sensibility cold winters and hockey games when people think about canada they don t generally think about serial killings but the u
s and mexico aren t the only north american countries that serial killers have called home all throughout its centuries long history canada has had its own fair share of
murderous maniacs this book presents accounts of eight of the worst serial killers to tread canadian soil in recent memory 1 robert pickton the pigheaded killer the
story of robert pickton who terrorized the streets and back alleys of vancouver is so unbelievably grotesque you would think it was the work of some blood and gore
hollywood screenwriter 2 russell williams trouble in trenton colonel russell williams was once a highly decorated and respected soldier in the canadian armed forces
then he decided to begin breaking into women s houses on the side and from there things kept getting worse and worse 3 bruce mcarthur stalking toronto s village
perhaps no serial killer however has ever been quite as prolific as suspected murderer bruce mcarthur as of right now his crimes are merely alleged but with a
projected body count that is estimated to rival pickton s mcarthur seems destined to assume a prominent place among the most notorious murderers of the maple
leaf 4 paul bernardo the scarborough rapist paul bernardo was unable to learn how to properly incorporate himself into the society and it turned out a disaster for
countless women that had the misfortune of encountering him 5 clifford olson the beast of british columbia clifford olson was so active and puzzling that the people
around him just didn t know how to react for quite a while unfortunately this has led to him committing countless crimes before being brought to justice 6 cody
legebokoff the country boy killer cody legebokoff was making outrageous excuses to cover up his crimes yet the people around him seemed to not react upon them
fast enough to prevent him committing heinous crimes he is considered cananda s youngest convicted serial killer 7 allan joseph legere the monster of the miramichi
allan joseph legere instilled fear onto the residents of the miramichi river valley of new brunswick in 1989 with his terrifying crimes and was also the first canadian to
be convicted of murder through the dna analysis thankfully as there were no eyewitnesses for his killings 8 gilbert paul jordan the boozing barber gilbert paul jordan
was committing crimes through the weapon called alcohol the weapon used made it very difficult to ascertain the crimes and for the law to handle him when that was
done scroll back up and order your copy today
Inside the Crips 2006-11-14 a memoir of the author s life as a crip beginning at the tender age of ten in the mid seventies and his prison turnaround nearly twenty five
years later from publisher description
A Rose for Mary 2003 an analysis of the boston strangler case also offers an insider perspective on the murder of final victim mary sullivan as told by her nephew and
discusses how the chief suspect had no physical evidence linking him to the crimes and was killed before he was charged
Mad Frank's Diary 2019-06-06 they say i ve killed 40 people and who am i to disagree i ve always liked even numbers branded the dentist for using pliers to extract
the teeth of those who owed money to his boss charlie richardson frankie fraser was labelled the most dangerous man in britain by two home secretaries he is famous
for his crimes many of which have entered gangster folklore in these diaries however originally published when he was 78 mad frank delved into areas he had never
chosen or dared to talk about before his day by day entries record unsolved murders shoot outs crooked coppers bribery extortion wrongful convictions and even sex
in prison and by contrast he also opens up with personal memories of growing up in poverty in london s east end and the reality of having to steal food to feed the
family frankie frasier died in 2014 and this rare true crime classic is first hand history at its most compelling
501 Most Notorious Crimes 2013 divided into ten chapters are tales of treason murder robbery kidnappings assassinations fraud and just about every criminal activity



you can imagine alive with pictures and photographs this volume depicts chilling and blood curdling crimes from all over the world from the mansions of beverly hills
to the back streets of india as well as recounting the details of each crime there is also an insight into what happened to the victims and the criminals definitely not a
read for the faint hearted
13 2009-06-01 if 13 people sit down at a table will one die within a year what is the only major n y hotel that has a 13th floor what does it mean if a clock strikes 13
this fascinating cultural history cum detective story gets to the root of how one superstition the fear of the number 13 developed among wildly divergent societies
explores why people believe what they believe and the real reason friday the 13th is the most unlucky day in the world perhaps 13 is unlucky because the 13th letter
of the hebrew alphabet is the letter m which is the first letter in the word mavet meaning death or because there were 13 attendees at the last supper when jesus was
betrayed probes the history of the world s scariest number illustrations
The True Life Stories of the Most Notorious Pirates (Vol. 1&2) 2017-10-06 this world famous book tells biographies of the greatest pirates who ruled the seas in 18th
century the author captain charles johnson was crucially influential in shaping popular conceptions of pirates and more importantly he inspired the classics such as
treasure island peter pan on stranger tides and more recently the movie saga pirates of the caribbean and the series black sails this history introduced many features
which later became common in pirate literature such as pirates with missing legs or eyes the notion of pirates burying treasure and the name of the pirate flag the
jolly roger the book covers the lives and incredible exploits of the following pirates and their crew captain avery captain martel captain teach alias blackbeard major
stede bonnet edward england charles vane captain john rackam captain john phillips the life of mary read anne bonny captain howel davis captain bartho roberts
captain anstis worley george lowther edward low john evans captain spriggs an account of the pyracies and murders committed by philip roche c the trial of the
pirates at providence an abstract of the civil law and statute law now in force in relation to pyracy captain misson john bowen william kid captain tew halsey thomas
white captain condent a description of magadoxa captain bellamy captain william fly of capt thomas howard of captain lewis of captain cornelius of capt david williams
of capt samuel burgess of capt nathaniel north of captain teach of major bonnet of captain worley of captain martel of captain vane of captain bowen captain charles
johnson is the british author whose real identity remains a mystery but the manner in which he demonstrates a knowledge of the sailor s speech and life suggests that
he could have been an actual sea captain or a professional writer using a pseudonym who was well versed in the sea
The Most Notorious Serial Killers in History 2017-03-07 includes pictures includes accounts includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading the
legends of vampires like dracula have generated massive interest throughout time indeed the story of a man in some versions a very handsome dashing man who
feeds on the blood of virgins in order to survive and who walks the earth only at night has been revived throughout the centuries in different forms however one
famous tale that has been lost among the legends is the story of a female dracula an educated woman from a well known family of 16th century hungary who was so
afraid to lose her beauty and young looks that she engaged in dangerous practices combining witchcraft with exsanguination countess elizabeth bathory is this female
dracula she is said to have drained the blood of approximately 600 young women in order to drink it spread it all over her body as a nurturing blend or simply to bathe
in it there have been a countless number of serial killers throughout history and certainly more prolific ones but the timing circumstances and unsolved nature of the
case continue to make jack the ripper the most famous serial killer in history the murders came at a time when media coverage could be both more acute and more
widespread and it allowed the public a closer look into how police agencies operated at the time exposing both their strengths and shortcomings around the same
time the zodiac killer was murdering people on the west coast the son of sam terrorized new york city in much the same way by killing at random and writing letters to
the police serial killers often use a set pattern and or rituals as part of their modus operandi so in that regard the actions of the zodiac killer didn t exactly distinguish
him from other serial killers the main difference of course is that most serial killers are caught including the son of sam david berkowitz while the zodiac killer s
identity remains an unsolved mystery by both remaining unidentified and leaving seemingly tantalizing clues in his writing the zodiac killer ensured his notorious
legacy in american history much the same way the attempt to identify jack the ripper continues to fascinate people across the world today for most people ted bundy
is the quintessential serial killer a good looking highly intelligent man who used his charm to lure an untold number of women to their deaths in fact as the judge
announced his death sentence he noted bundy s intellect and mused that he would have enjoyed hearing bundy try a case before him had he remained simply the
genius law student he had once been bundy of course ended up choosing a far different path going on a historic crime spree during the 1970s so prolific that
estimates of his kill count vary by dozens a debate bundy was only too happy to stoke on one occasion when the fbi estimated he was responsible for 3 dozen murders



bundy replied add one digit to that and you ll have it on another occasion he claimed the estimate of 3 dozen was close to accurate the case of the boston strangler is
as confusing and mystifying as it is terrifying in fact the mythology and debate lingering over the crime spree only heightened when albert desalvo confessed to the
crimes provided both accurate and inaccurate details about some of them and had his dna tied to several of the crime scenes however before desalvo himself was
murdered by an unknown assailant in jail in 1973 he had recanted his confession and ultimately he was never tried for the murders in boston 50 years after the boston
strangler stopped killing investigators and amateurs alike are still debating the very messy and all too real 18 month reign of terror that gripped the city of boston in
the early 1960s and haunts many to this day
World's Most Notorious Gangsters and Drug Lords 2019-10-07 uncover the stories of the world s most notorious gangsters drug lords and criminals from
columbia and mexico to even america s own soil criminals have always lurked behind the scenes some more successful than others now this biography delves into the
lives and careers of some of history s drug lords from pablo escobar s empire to the legend of al capone inside you ll find some of history s most infamous crime lords
including al capone the crime boss during prohibition who earned the name scarface el chapo a man once considered to be the most powerful drug trafficker in the
world jesse james the notorious american outlaw and train robber whitey bulger crime boss turned fbi informant john gotti who became the boss of the gambino crime
family and pablo escobar the columbian drug lord and wealthiest criminal in the world each of these men have a story rich with conspiracy crime and murder from
drug trafficking racketeering and even robbing trains the world of the criminal underground continues to fascinate and unnerve those with a morbid curiosity this
bundle is a must read for anyone interested in the incredible and infamous stories of the world s most notorious crime lords
The World's Most Notorious Men 2001 many men have made their mark in history as a result of their notoriety from crooks and conmen to mass murderers and
sadistic killers this book chronicles the notorious acts of crime passion and insanity that have left the world aghast
Peaky Blinders 2020-02-17 discover the remarkable history of the peaky blinders peaky blinders is a popular bbc television series about an organized crime family in
post world war i birmingham england but does this series depict the factual history of birmingham as it turns out there were peaky blinders in birmingham and they
terrorized those streets long before world war i the peaky blinders rose to prominence in the overcrowded and unsanitary conditions of late victorian birmingham in
the 1870s their ranks were composed of the working poor trade union members who were fiercely loyal to each other children who had no place else to go and career
criminals just how organized they became and the exact extent of their involvement in crimes other than street fighting and assault is a subject of some debate but
they did build a fierce reputation as violent criminals that plagued the citizens of this industrial city for a little over a decade the peaky blinders were well known for
both their stylish clothing and their violent nature no man woman or child was safe when they were on the prowl the peaky blinders left a profound impression on the
city they terrorized and over 150 years later their legend lives on in film and song this book tells their story from the early days of the slogging gangs to the end of the
peaky blinder era in the lead up to world war i discover a plethora of topics such as birmingham the birthplace of the peaky blinders rise of the peaky blinders mob
rule the law strikes back the end of an era the world moves on world war i and much more so if you want a concise and informative book on the peaky blinders simply
scroll up and click the buy now button for instant access
Lives of the Most Notorious and Daring Highwaymen, Robbers and Murderers, Compiled From Authentic Sources 2023-07-18 from the swashbuckling
exploits of dick turpin to the brutal crimes of burke and hare this book is a thrilling and often chilling account of some of history s most notorious criminals compiled
from authentic sources by charles whitehead a contemporary of many of these infamous men this book offers a unique and compelling perspective on a bygone era
readers will be gripped by the tales of daring and desperation that unfold on every page this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Last Book on the Left 2020 an equal parts haunting and hilarious deep dive review of history s most notorious and cold blooded serial killers from the creators
of the award winning last podcast on the left
MS-13 2021-04-29 the definitive account of the most infamous street gang in america in the 1980s el salvador was involved in a bloody fight for control of the



government to escape the guerrilla assaults and death squads many fled to the us as a survival instinct they formed a group called the mara salvatrucha stoners a
relatively harmless social network bound by rock and roll but later as they brushed against established local gangs the group took on a harder edge selling drugs
stealing cars and killing rivals who threatened their territories as authorities cracked down gang members were incarcerated and deported but in the prison system
the group only grew stronger today ms 13 is one of the most infamous street gangs on earth with tens of thousands of members operating in a half dozen nations and
two continents and linked to thousands of grisly murders each year through the story of former gang member norman and his family journalist steven dudley brings
readers inside the deadly group
Baseball's Most Notorious Personalities 2013 of the 17 000 plus players who have donned major league uniforms over the years not all were particularly nice or
ethical in fact the actions of a handful were so heinous they left an indelible mark on the sport spanning nearly three centuries of baseball baseball s most notorious
personalities a gallery of rogues examines with detail this dark side of our national pastime
America's Most Notorious Gangs 2013-05-01 former gang members are making a call for peace in an attempt to deter at risk youth and troubled adults from
gangs violence drugs and criminal activities their warnings offer a glimpse into the harsh reality of gang life from the streets to a prison cell the truth is exposed and
the myths are dispelled in this book the authors include motivational commentary social skill lessons self assessments and a journal section these are provided for
promoting personal growth self worth accountability and reducing gang participation back cover
Serial Killer Timelines 2010-09-01 a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great book for every reader
My Life Among the Serial Killers 2009-10-13 in this memoir a forensic psychiatrist chronicles her work with more than 80 serial killers and her thoughts on what
compels them judging by appearances dr helen morrison has an ordinary life in the suburbs of a major city she has a physician husband two children and a thriving
psychiatric clinic but her life is more than that she is one of the world s leading experts on serial killers and has spent as many as four hundred hours alone in rooms
with depraved murderers digging deep into killers psyches in ways no profiler ever has before in my life among the serial killers dr morrison relates how she profiled
the mad biter richard otto macek who chewed on his victims body parts stalked dr morrison then believed she was his wife she did the last interview with ed gein who
was the inspiration for alfred hitchcock s psycho john wayne gacy the clown obsessed killer of young men sent her crazed christmas cards and gave her his paintings
as presents then there was atlanta child killer wayne williams rapist turned murderer bobby joe long fred and rosemary west who killed girls and women in their
gloucester house of horrors and brazil s deadliest killer of children marcelo costa de andrade dr morrison has received hundreds of letters from killers read their
diaries and journals evaluated crime scenes testified at their trials and studied photos of the gruesome carnage she has interviewed the families of the victims and the
spouses and parents of the killers to gain a deeper understanding of the killer s environment and the public persona they adopt she has also studied serial killers
throughout history and shows how this is not a recent phenomenon with psychological autopsies of the fifteenth century french war hero gilles de rais the sixteenth
century hungarian countess bathory h h holmes of the late nineteenth century and albert fish of the roaring twenties through it all dr morrison s goal has been to
discover the reasons serial killers are compelled to murder how they choose their victims and what we can do to prevent their crimes in the future her provocative
conclusions will stun you praise for my life among the serial killers a scary piece of work with even scarier implications kirkus reviews a profoundly enlightening book
morrison provides startling insights into what factors breed serial killers and she avoids the broad generalizations that make other books of the topic seem slick and
superficial this is an absorbing disturbing book that makes it clear just how much we have yet to learn booklist
Rocco Perri 2004 rocco perri came to canada almost a century ago from calabria italy even today his name is well known to historians police and organized crime
and especially to the people of the city he called home hamilton ontario a poor immigrant perri along with his common law wife bessie starkman built an unequalled
crime empire for the time during the prohibition years perri provided alcohol to a thirsty clientele in canada and the united states a business that was very illegal and
highly lucrative al capone and joseph kennedy were among perri s customers the perris also ran gambling loan sharking extortion and prostitution rackets rocco perri
king of the bootleggers is more than the biography of a man and his empire it is a riveting portrait of a time when corruption was rampant murder a business
necessity and discrimination against newcomers forced many to turn to crime as a means of survival this book also solves a half century long mystery about the fate
of rocco perri
Original Gangster 2010-06-08 a suspenseful memoir from the real life american gangster frank lucas in his own words frank lucas recounts his life as the former heroin



dealer and organized crime boss who ran harlem during the late 1960s and early 1970s from being taken under the wing of old time gangster bumpy johnson through
one of the most successful drug smuggling operations to being sentenced to seventy years in prison original gangster is a chilling look at the rise and fall of a modern
legacy frank lucas realized that in order to gain the kind of success he craved he would have to break the monopoly that the italian mafia held in new york so frank cut
out middlemen and began smuggling heroin into the united states directly from his source in the golden triangle by using coffins making a million dollars per day
selling blue magic what was known as the purest heroin on the street frank lucas became one of the most powerful crime lords of his time while rubbing shoulders
with the elite in entertainment politics and crime after his arrest federal judge sterling johnson the special narcotics prosecutor in new york at the time of lucas crimes
called lucas and his operation one of the most outrageous international dope smuggling gangs ever an innovator who got his own connections outside the u s and
then sold the narcotics himself in the street this powerful memoir reveals what really happened to the man whose career was dramatized in the 2007 feature film
american gangster exposing a startling look at the world of organized crime
Cults 2022-07-12 a gallery book gallery books has a great book for every reader
True Crime, New Jersey 2007 the history of criminal offense in new jersey is documented in this book beginning with a general survey of crime in the state and then
focusing on its headline cases including the lindbergh baby kidnapping the john list killings the mob activities that inspired the sopranos and the murder that led to
megan s law
Shower Posse 2007-07 referred to by the fbi as the most violent and notorious criminal organisation ever in america the shower posse was the epitome of drug dealing
ruthlessness urban landscapes were brutal battlegrounds for quick money and the shower posse s reign was supreme this tell all saga is in the words of its
mastermind vivian blake blake skyrocketed to wealth with savvy business skills but his savage henchmen terrorised the streets into submission blake s men had been
raised in jamaica where murders went unsolved daily shower ran wild spraying bullets on anyone and everyone in their way their weapons fingerprints and m o s were
not traceable most american police had never seen any of them before that careless attitude toward pulling triggers earned a record 1400 murders and quickly
established shower s rep the book is packed with tales of power struggles high flying gangster success betrayal and perseverance it contains exclusive candid in
depth details of the inner workings of shower the book will easily explain scores of high profile unsolved murders across the world the shower posse is derived from
the shower of lead it shoots at rivals the book s sixteen page pictorial includes over fifty never before published pictures of posse members and murder scenes
Hotel K 2011-02-03 hotel k bali s most notorious jail is hell in paradise welcome to hotel kerobokan or hotel k bali s most notorious jail its walls touch paradise
sparkling oceans surf beaches and palm trees on one side while on the other it s a dark bizarre and truly frightening underworld of sex drugs violence and squalor
hotel k s filthy and disease ridden cells have been home to the infamous and the tragic a balinese king gordon ramsay s brother muslim terror bombers beautiful
women tourists and surfers from across the globe petty thieves share cells with killers rapists and gangsters hardened drug traffickers sleep alongside unlucky tourists
who ve seen their holiday turn from paradise to hell over one ecstasy pill hotel k is the shocking inside story of the jail and its inmates revealing the wild sex nights
organised by corrupt guards for the prisoners who have cash to pay the jail s ecstasy factory the killings made to look like suicides the days out at the beach the
escapes and the corruption that means anything is for sale including a fully catered italian jail wedding or a luxury cell upgrade with a bose sound system the truth
about the dark heart of bali explodes off the page
Lifers 2016-06-09 geoffrey wansell s lifers is a chilling and fascinating look inside the minds of some of the world s most notorious criminals and serial killers in this
ground breaking book wansell brings together interviews and original first hand accounts from some of the most feared and dangerous criminals on the planet lifers
offers a glimpse inside the minds of murderers as well as a chance to understand what it really means when life means life having observed lifers over more than
twenty years often up close and very personal geoffrey wansell s lifers will reveal more of the criminal mind than has ever before been seen
Peaky Blinders Cocktail Book 2020-09 peaky blinders cocktail book serves up 40 step by step cocktail recipes inspired by the critically acclaimed bbc period crime
drama
Whitey 2015-06-18 from the bestselling writers of black mass now a major film comes the definitive biography of whitey bulger the most brutal modern day mafia
boss since gotti drawing on previously classified material whitey tells the story of james j whitey bulger the crime boss psychopath and killer who brought the fbi to its
knees from his childhood on the streets of south boston and his cell in alcatraz in the 1950s to the corrupt pact with the fbi and the fifteen years he hid in plain sight



as one of the fbi s ten most wanted whitey is the story of corruption greed and an insatiable hunger for power and control a sadistic crime boss who liked to get his
hands dirty even at the top this explosive biography creates a portrait of a monster and one of the most successful organised crime careers of all time
Sheffield's Most Notorious Gangs 2018-05-30 british veterans of the great war turn to organized crime in this history of rival street gangs and their reign of terror in
the 1920 s when the returning heroes of the first world war were forgotten by their country they had no choice but to fight again this time for their own survival
reduced to motley neighborhood regiments they traded their rifles for razors and butcher s knives the enemy was society at large and the police force paid to protect
it money would be made blood would be shed and lives would be lost sheffield was a city at war with itself as opposing gangs battled daily for control of the streets
out of these deadly gangs two rival factions took control of the city for a dark and dangerous time the mooney gang and the park brigade even acted as governing
bodies in many of the poorer neighborhoods in sheffield s most notorious gangs true crime historian ben w johnson explores their rise to power and the rising tide of
violence that authorities seemed powerless to stop
Murders Of The Black Museum 2011-02-07 new scotland yard the headquarters of london s metropolitan police houses the notorious black museum a unique collection
of exhibits photographs and other items connected with some of the most famous crimes of the last century fifty of those crimes were murders and they are explored
in detail in this compelling book recently renamed the crime museum the author gordon honeycombe was given privileged access to its darkest secrets his book spans
a hundred years of murder manslaughter and attempted assassinations and reveals the true facts behind some of the country s most notorious murder cases
including jack the ripper dr crippen and the krays this is the ultimate guide to the most incredible crimes ever committed featuring contemporary photographs never
seen outside scotland yard closely researched and objective this book is a fascinating guide to murder and a grim insight into the minds of those who practice it
honeycombe takes an unflinching look at why people murder and asks important questions about this most appalling of crimes execution and the law itself
Blood on Her Hands 2019-06-24 murder has always fascinated us and when women are the masterminds the intrigue grows exponentially not only are female
murderers much rarer than male killers but their crimes usually also involve a more sophisticated type of plotting in blood on her hands award winning journalist tanya
farber investigates the lives minds and motivations of some of south africa s most notorious female murderers from the poisonous nurse daisy de melker to the
privileged but deeply disturbed najwa petersen to the mysterious joey harhoff who died before revealing where the bodies of her victims including her own niece were
farber sets each case against the backdrop of the different eras and regions of 20th and early 21st century south africa the women operated in her writing style is
lighter than the subject matter might suggest and blood on her hands will keep you reading until late at night probably with your light on the women featured also
include dina rodrigues phoenix racing cloud theron marlene lehnberg chane van heerden and celiwe mbokazi
TIME-LIFE The Most Notorious Serial Killers 2017-02-03 few criminals provoke the fear revulsion and fascination of the serial killer what makes them do it were they
born that way how do they elude law enforcement and how do the police track them down now time life explores history s most famous cases from ted bundy and
john wayne gacey to son of sam and ariel castro
The Most Notorious Serial Killers in History 2017-03-07 includes pictures includes accounts includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading the
legends of vampires like dracula have generated massive interest throughout time indeed the story of a man in some versions a very handsome dashing man who
feeds on the blood of virgins in order to survive and who walks the earth only at night has been revived throughout the centuries in different forms however one
famous tale that has been lost among the legends is the story of a female dracula an educated woman from a well known family of 16th century hungary who was so
afraid to lose her beauty and young looks that she engaged in dangerous practices combining witchcraft with exsanguination countess elizabeth bathory is this female
dracula she is said to have drained the blood of approximately 600 young women in order to drink it spread it all over her body as a nurturing blend or simply to bathe
in it there have been a countless number of serial killers throughout history and certainly more prolific ones but the timing circumstances and unsolved nature of the
case continue to make jack the ripper the most famous serial killer in history the murders came at a time when media coverage could be both more acute and more
widespread and it allowed the public a closer look into how police agencies operated at the time exposing both their strengths and shortcomings around the same
time the zodiac killer was murdering people on the west coast the son of sam terrorized new york city in much the same way by killing at random and writing letters to
the police serial killers often use a set pattern and or rituals as part of their modus operandi so in that regard the actions of the zodiac killer didn t exactly distinguish
him from other serial killers the main difference of course is that most serial killers are caught including the son of sam david berkowitz while the zodiac killer s



identity remains an unsolved mystery by both remaining unidentified and leaving seemingly tantalizing clues in his writing the zodiac killer ensured his notorious
legacy in american history much the same way the attempt to identify jack the ripper continues to fascinate people across the world today for most people ted bundy
is the quintessential serial killer a good looking highly intelligent man who used his charm to lure an untold number of women to their deaths in fact as the judge
announced his death sentence he noted bundy s intellect and mused that he would have enjoyed hearing bundy try a case before him had he remained simply the
genius law student he had once been bundy of course ended up choosing a far different path going on a historic crime spree during the 1970s so prolific that
estimates of his kill count vary by dozens a debate bundy was only too happy to stoke on one occasion when the fbi estimated he was responsible for 3 dozen murders
bundy replied add one digit to that and you ll have it on another occasion he claimed the estimate of 3 dozen was close to accurate the case of the boston strangler is
as confusing and mystifying as it is terrifying in fact the mythology and debate lingering over the crime spree only heightened when albert desalvo confessed to the
crimes provided both accurate and inaccurate details about some of them and had his dna tied to several of the crime scenes however before desalvo himself was
murdered by an unknown assailant in jail in 1973 he had recanted his confession and ultimately he was never tried for the murders in boston 50 years after the boston
strangler stopped killing investigators and amateurs alike are still debating the very messy and all too real 18 month reign of terror that gripped the city of boston in
the early 1960s and haunts many to this day
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